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Abstract

Licensed senior faculty members at the DOGETown University dept. of
DOGEnomics Professor Mr. Nutterbutters and 30 unpaid PhD students
complete 60 year inverse look at the history of DOGE vs the United States
Dollar.

Introduction

Y’all crazy. We keep hearing reports of people thinking DOGECOIN is some
kind of modern day memestonk. While it’s obvious why one might think
this, hey, I remember the Bitcoin Bros over at BIG FIAT Bank lolling at me
and telling me Ethereum was a “Sh-tco-n” and was kind of “scammy”.
While the extensive research is still underway to determine who exactly the
greatest fool is, this greypaper scientifically and with 66% accuracy,
correctly addresses the hypothesis that DOGE is somehow the cryptocoin
version of the Papiermark.



Evidence

Not to state the obvious, but:

Which explains why each DOGE blonk has 10,000 DOGE inside of it, and
they come out every minute. SUCH DOGE!!! But in reality, this is a more
complete diagram of the DOGE monetary policy:



As every Senior Professor of DOGEnomics knows, when measuring one
currency against another, you have to find a product denominated by both,
or else you’re just makin’ up nonsense yo. Unfortunately, the only one I can
think of right now is, “ADULT ENTERTAINMENT”…such scandal!!!

Proof

#Let 1 DOGE = 1 “ADULT ENTERTAINMENT”

#Let 1 USD = 1 “ADULT ENTERTAINMENT”

This math may not be accurate, but let’s see YOU DO
BETTER:

C O N C L U S I O N

If you and your children, and their children, and their children, and all
their puppies can wait a while, DOGE might not be so bad. But if you take
financial advice from a DOG, well, kewl. I for one will be hodling until
ELONDoge’s prophesy comes true with my VibraniumHands until we
adopt the DOGEStandard and it becomes the True Galactic Currency.



Nutterbutters Out,

PS: I’m no Vitalik but I’m willing to accept DOGE tips into my quantum
cryptography proof DogeStreetbets VibraniumHands silo at:
DSBETSVHSGeKSsneuYrXL8cGX4xM1Ef2cY

https://dogechain.info/address/DSBETSVHSGeKSsneuYrXL8cGX4xM1Ef2cY

